Gene conversion is the nonreciprocal exchange of genetic material between homologous chromosomes. Multiple lines of evidence from a variety of taxa strongly suggest that gene conversion events are biased towards GC-bearing alleles. However, in Drosophila the data have largely been indirect and unclear, with some studies supporting the predictions of a GC-biased gene conversion model and other data showing contradictory findings. Here we test whether gene conversion events are GC-biased in Drosophila melanogaster using whole genome polymorphism and divergence data. Our results provide no support for GCbiased gene conversion and thus suggest that this process is unlikely to significantly contribute to patterns of polymorphism and divergence in this system.
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Introduction Gene conversion is the unequal exchange of genetic material between homologous loci and reflects one possible outcome of the recombination process. That is, with gene conversion events, one allele is converted to another due to mismatch repair following the repair of a double-strand break. Meiotic gene conversion events can lead to non-Mendelian segregation of gametes derived from the germ cell in which the gene conversion event occurred. If the repair process is unbiased (i.e., the two possible ways in which the mismatch can be repaired occur with equal probability), the gamete pool as a whole should be unbiased. However, if there is a systematic bias in the repair process toward G:C for instance, then GC/ AT heterozygotes should produce an excess of GC-bearing gametes, which will increase the probability of transmission of GC-bearing alleles to the next generation. In this way, biased gene conversion (BGC) can increase the frequency of GC alleles in natural populations (Duret and Galtier 2009; Webster and Hurst 2012) . There is mounting evidence that the process of gene conversion is biased toward GC-bearing alleles in a number of taxa. Most of the evidence comes from humans and yeast and much of this evidence is indirect. First, GC content and recombination rate are positively correlated in several taxa, as would be predicted under a model of GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC) (e.g., Fullerton et al. 2001; Marais et al. 2001; Birdsell 2002; Kong et al. 2002; Marais and Piganeau 2002; Meunier and Duret 2004; Webster et al. 2005; Duret and Arndt 2008; Muyle et al. 2011; Pessia et al. 2012) . Second, data from several multigene families in humans, birds, yeast, and Arabidopsis are consistent with nonallelic gene conversion increasing GC content for multicopy genes (Galtier et al. 2001; Galtier 2003; Backstrom et al. 2005; Benovoy et al. 2005 ; although see McGrath et al. 2009; Assis and Kondrashov 2011) . Third, polymorphism data from humans are consistent with gBGC, as AT!GC polymorphisms segregate at a higher frequency than GC!AT polymorphisms (Eyre-Walker 1999; Duret et al. 2002; Webster et al. 2003 ). This pattern is more pronounced in areas of high recombination (Spencer et al. 2006) as would also be predicted by a gBGC model. Fourth, patterns of base substitution in humans are consistent with a gBGC model (e.g., Duret et al. 2002; Webster et al. 2003; Meunier and Duret 2004; Berglund et al. 2009 ). Further indirect support for gBGC comes from evidence that mismatch repair is generally GC-biased (Birdsell 2002; Mancera et al. 2008 ) and also base excision repair appears to be GC-biased in many taxa including humans (Brown and Jiricny 1989; Bill et al. 1998; reviewed in Marais 2003) . Finally, high-resolution mapping of meiotic products in yeast reveals that meiotic gene conversion events are indeed GC-biased in this system (Mancera et al. 2008) .
Data from Drosophila have been less clear, with some studies showing evidence in support of gBGC whereas others show no such evidence. GC content and crossover rate are positively correlated in Drosophila (Marais et al. 2001; Singh et al. 2005; Liu and Li 2008) . However, GC content and noncrossover rate are not significantly correlated (Comeron et al. 2012) . Polymorphism data from noncoding sequences do indeed suggest that AT!GC polymorphisms segregate at a higher frequency than GC!AT polymorphisms in D. melanogaster (Galtier et al. 2006) , and the relative proportions of these mutations are correlated with GC content in sister species D. simulans (Haddrill and Charlesworth 2008) as expected under a gBGC model. In contrast, however, no such bias in polymorphism patterns is found in noncoding sequences of D. miranda (Bartolomé et al. 2005) . Similarly equivocal results are found using divergence data; an early divergence-based study from a variety of Drosophila lineages was inconsistent with gBGC (Ko et al. 2006 ) although a recent comparative genomic analysis is strongly consistent with ß The Author 2013. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com 2 gBGC in the D. melanogaster species group . Finally, analyses of nonallelic gene conversion events have provided no evidence in support of gBGC (Casola et al. 2010; Assis and Kondrashov 2011) .
It thus remains an open question whether gene conversion is GC-biased in Drosophila. Here, we address this question explicitly, using polymorphism data from D. melanogaster and divergence data from D. simulans. We test several predictions of the gBGC model with respect to the numbers of AT!GC versus GC!AT polymorphisms, the frequencies of these mutations, and the relationship between polymorphism frequency and crossover rate. We also test whether contrasting patterns of polymorphism and divergence provides any support for a fixation bias of GC-bearing alleles. Our results suggest that gBGC does not markedly contribute to patterns of polymorphism and divergence in D. melanogaster.
Results and Discussion

Ratio of Polymorphisms
As our first test of whether gene conversion is GC-biased in D. melanogaster, we examined counts of AT!GC versus GC!AT polymorphisms. Assuming base composition is at equilibrium, the null expectation is that these two classes of mutation should be equally represented in the genome. In contrast, under a model of gBGC, we expect an excess AT!GC over GC!AT polymorphisms. Following previous examples (e.g., Eyre-Waker 1997; Galtier et al. 2001; Haddrill and Charlesworth 2008) , we tested this prediction using polymorphism data from the Drosophila melanogaster Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) (Mackay et al. 2012) . Because the effects of gBGC on patterns of polymorphism and divergence will depend in part on the nature and extent of selective constraint, we restricted our analyses to noncoding sequences. Given the heterogeneity of constraint even among noncoding sequence types (e.g., Halligan and Keightley 2006; Singh et al. 2009 ), we partitioned the noncoding sequences by sequence type to control for the degree of selective constraint. In particular, we examined three types of noncoding sequences on the X chromosome and the autosomes: short introns, long introns, and intergenic sequences. For ease of presentation, we report the ratio of AT!GC/GC!AT polymorphisms and note that the null expectation is a ratio of 1 while a ratio >1 would be consistent with gBGC ( fig. 1) . In every category, we see a significant deviation from the expected 1:1 ratio of AT!GC versus GC!AT polymorphisms (P < 0.001, all comparisons, w 2 test). However, in all cases, the deviation appears to be due to an excess of GC!AT polymorphisms, which is precisely the opposite of what would be predicted under a gBGC model. This pattern is consistent with recent findings by Poh et al. (2012) , who showed a large excess of GC!AT polymorphism for noncoding regions in D. melanogaster.
In addition, the magnitude of the deviation from the null appears similar across sequence types ( fig. 1 ), which would not be predicted under a BGC model. That is, a BGC model might predict that the effects of BGC should be particularly pronounced in neutrally evolving sequences and perhaps less pronounced in sequences under greater functional constraint. Thus, we expect that the least constrained sequences in our data set, that is, short introns, should show the greatest effect of BGC, whereas long introns would show the least Halligan and Keightley 2006; Singh et al. 2009 ). This could manifest as a greater deviation from the null expectation for short introns and the smallest deviation for long introns. This contrasts with our observed results, which indicate similar deviations from expectation in all sequence categories, particularly on the X chromosome ( fig. 1) .
Moreover, the deviation from expectation under base composition equilibrium may not in fact be due to BGC. Indeed, it has long been suggested that base composition is not at equilibrium in Drosophila (e.g., Kern and Begun 2005; Singh et al. 2005; Ko et al. 2006; Singh et al. 2007; Keightley et al. 2009; Singh et al. 2009; Clemente and Vogl 2012) . This deviation from base composition equilibrium may be due to shifting mutational processes or other evolutionary processes that are independent of any potential bias in gene conversion (Singh et al. 2009 ). Thus, the polymorphism count data in the DGRP are indicative of nonequilibrium base composition, but are inconsistent with gBGC driving this nonequilibrium base composition. Instead, given nonequilibrium base composition, these data may reflect the AT bias of the mutational process in Drosophila (Petrov and Hartl 1999; Haddrill and Charlesworth 2008; Keightley et al. 2009 ).
Site Frequency Spectrum
As a second test of gBGC, we analyzed the site frequency spectrum (SFS) for each sequence type across both sets of chromosomes. Everything else being equal, under a model of gBGC we expect an excess (relative to neutrality) of high-frequency derived polymorphisms in the case of GC-increasing alleles, and we also expect a dearth of highfrequency derived AT-increasing alleles relative to neutral expectation. To control for selective constraint, we partition FIG. 1. Ratio of AT!GC/GC!AT polymorphisms for each sequence type for the North American and African populations. Note that the x axis crosses the y axis at 1, which is the expected ratio at base composition equilibrium; values exceeding this expectation are consistent with gBGC. A w 2 test was used to calculate P values.
the single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) by sequence type. Because both GC-and AT-increasing alleles show marked departures from neutrality (supplementary figs. S1 and S2, Supplementary Material online), we directly compared the SFS of GC-increasing and AT-increasing alleles. A gBGC model would predict an excess of high-frequency GC-increasing alleles relative to AT-increasing alleles. To quantify the difference between these two site frequency spectra, we used a scaled version of the MannWhitney U statistic we call Q (see Materials and Methods). In a comparison of two distributions X and Y, Q estimates the probability that a randomly sampled value from Y will be larger than a randomly sample value from X. Here, Q >0.5 suggests an excess of high frequency GC-increasing alleles; whereas a Q of 0.5 indicates that neither GC-nor AT-increasing alleles tend to be at higher frequency than the other. Estimates of Q for each sequence type are presented in figure 2 . In all cases, the Q statistic is not significantly greater than 0.5 as would be predicted if gene conversion in D. melanogaster were GC-biased. To the contrary, Q does not significantly deviate from the empirical distribution in all cases for all sequence types, for both the X and the autosomes (P > 0.07, all comparisons). Moreover, the estimated Q statistics appear similar in magnitude across sequence types ( fig. 2 ). As suggested above, this similarity among sequence types is not predicted by a BGC model, as the effects of BGC should arguably be more pronounced in less constrained sequences. Thus, echoing the results based on polymorphism counts in the DGRP, the site frequency spectra of GC-and AT-increasing alleles in the DGRP appear inconsistent with gBGC.
Recombination Rate
One additional prediction of the gBGC model is that, everything else being equal, the magnitude of the bias in gene conversion should be greatest where rates of gene conversion are highest. Indeed, previous work in humans has convincingly demonstrated that the effects of gBGC are most pronounced in regions of high recombination (Dreszer et al. 2007; Katzman et al. 2011) . We sought to test this prediction of the gBGC model in D. melanogaster by partitioning SNPs by recombination rate and comparing the SFS of GC-enriching versus AT-enriching mutations within each recombination rate category using the Q statistic. The gBGC model predicts 1) an excess of GC-versus AT-enriching mutations which would manifest as Q >0.5 for a given recombination rate and 2) that the magnitude of this excess should increase monotonically as a function of recombination rate. These predictions are contingent on consistency in selective pressures; as with previous analyses, we attempt to control for varying selective constraint across the genome by partitioning the data by sequence type. In Drosophila, crossover rate has generally been used as a proxy for overall recombination rate and thus we use crossover rates as a proxy for recombination rate in this analysis.
Our results are presented in figure 3 and clearly show that these predictions are not met. In 16/18 categories, Q did not significantly deviate from the empirical distribution (P >0.08, all comparisons). The two exceptions are autosomal long and short introns in low recombination (P = 0.01 and P = 0.003, respectively). In both cases, Q > 0.5, which is consistent with gBGC. However, estimates of Q overall show no consistent relationship with recombination rate, which is a prediction of the gBGC model.
It is important to note that both crossovers and noncrossovers are associated with gene conversion tracts, and both FIG. 3 . Q statistic as a function of recombination rate for the (a) autosomes and (b) the X chromosome of the North American population. Note that the x axis crosses the y axis at 0.5, which is null expectation of no difference between the site frequency spectra of GC!AT versus AT!GC polymorphisms; values exceeding this value are consistent with gBGC. A gBGC model also predicts a monotonic increase in Q with increasing recombination rate. P values are based off the empirical distribution.
FIG. 2.
Q statistic as a function of sequence types for both the North American and African populations. Note that the x axis crosses the y axis at 0.5, which is the null expectation of no difference between the site frequency spectra of GC!AT versus AT!GC polymorphisms; values exceeding this value are consistent with gBGC. P values are based off the empirical distribution.
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types of recombination events have the potential to be associated with gBGC (see Duret and Galtier 2009 ). However, recent evidence from yeast suggests that gBGC is only associated with crossovers (Lesecque et al. 2013) . If this is also the case in Drosophila, then as stated earlier the gBGC model predicts a positive correlation between the degree of GC bias and recombination rate. If, however, noncrossover events predominantly associate with gBGC in Drosophila, then the gBGC model would predict an inverse relationship between recombination rate and the degree of bias. This is because recent evidence indicates that rates of noncrossovers and rates of crossing over are negatively correlated in D. melanogaster (Comeron et al. 2012) . Our results are largely inconsistent with a negative correlation between estimates of Q and recombination rate ( fig. 3 ). Autosomal intronic sequences show a qualitative hint of a negative correlation between recombination rate and the degree of bias ( fig. 3 ), but this is should be interpreted with caution because the estimates of the Q statistic for both medium and high recombination rates are 1) not significantly different from expectation and 2) in the direction opposite to the gBGC prediction in three out of four cases ( fig. 3) . If both crossovers and noncrossovers contribute to gBGC in Drosophila, it would be difficult to predict the expected relationship between the estimated degree of bias and recombination rate in this system, given the negative correlation between the rates of these types of events. However, the observation that the Q statistic itself is largely not significantly different from the null expectation in any recombination rate category argues against the action of gBGC in D. melanogaster.
Fixation Bias
As a final test for gBGC in D. melanogaster, we used polymorphism and divergence data to test for a bias in fixation probabilities specifically for GC-increasing alleles. Borrowing on the intuition from the McDonald-Kreitman test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991), we compared the counts of polymorphic and divergent GC-increasing alleles to such counts of mutations unaffected by potentially BGC: G:C!C:G and A:T!T:A. If gene conversion is indeed GC-biased and GCbearing alleles have increased fixation probabilities, then we expect an excess of divergent GC-increasing mutations. Thus, the ratio of polymorphism to divergence for GC-increasing mutations (R GC ) should be lower than that ratio for "neutral" (G:C!C:G and A:T!T:A) mutations (R N ). In contrast, AT-increasing alleles should show a dearth of fixations relative to neutrality resulting in the ratio of polymorphisms to divergence for mutations of this class (R AT ) exceeding R N . Thus, under a gBGC model, we expect R N / R GC > 1 and R N /R AT < 1.
This contrasts dramatically with our results ( fig. 4a) , which indicate that both R N /R GC and R N /R AT significantly exceed 1 for all sequence classes (P < 0.001, all comparisons, G-test) except short X-linked introns (P = 0.13 and P = 0.31 for R N / R GC and R N /R AT , respectively, G-test), consistent with previous work (Poh et al. 2012 ). Because our "neutral" changes (G:C!C:G and A:T!T:A) are all transversions and our GC-increasing (AT!GC) and AT-increasing (GC!AT) changes are a mixture of transitions and transversions, we repeated this analysis only considering transversions to ensure that our results were not driven by the difference in the types of mutations comprising the "neutral" versus the "nonneutral" classes. Similar to what was found when considering all changes, our results indicate that R N /R GC significantly exceeds 1 for all sequence classes (P < 0.001, all comparisons, G-test) with the exception of X-linked short introns (P = 0.46, G-test) ( fig. 4b) , consistent with the gBGC model. Contrary to the gBGC model (which would predict R N /R AT < 1) however, R N /R AT does not significantly deviate from 1 in any sequence class (P > 0.07, all comparisons, Gtest) except long X-linked introns, where R N /R AT is significantly higher than 1, contrary to expectation (P = 0.001, Gtest). Thus, both when considering transitions and transversions together and when considering transversions alone, these polymorphism and divergence data provide no evidence in support of a fixation bias unique to GC-enriching mutations as would be expected under a gBGC model. is not GC-biased. However, there are several confounding factors intrinsic to our analysis; here we systematically explore them to assess the robustness of our results. First, because the DGRP is derived from a North American population, it is possible that demographic effects have compromised our ability to detect the effects of gBGC. Indeed, population bottlenecks (which have clearly played a role in the demographic history of North American populations of D. melanogaster [Begun and Aquadro 1993; Baudry et al. 2004; Haddrill, Thornton et al. 2005; Duchen et al. 2013] ) have marked effects on levels of polymorphism and divergence as well as the site frequency spectra of segregating mutations (e.g., Wall et al. 2002; Haddrill, Thornton et al. 2005; Duchen et al. 2013 ). This could in principle mask the influence of gBGC.
To investigate this possibility, we repeated a suite of our analyses using polymorphism data from an African population. Africa is the presumed origin of this species (Lachaise et al. 1988 ; reviewed in Stephan and Li 2006) , and thus, patterns of polymorphism in this ancestral range are likely be less compromised by demographic effects. Note that these African sequence data are restricted to a 2.1 Mb X chromosome fragment (see Materials and Methods). We first examined polymorphism counts for AT!GC versus GC!AT mutations. As was the case with the North American data, we see a significant departure from expectation under base composition equilibrium (P < 0.001, all comparisons, w 2 test) ( fig. 1 ). Also consistent with what was observed with the North American polymorphism data, the direction of the deviation from expectation is contrary to the predictions of the gBGC model.
We also examined the site frequency spectra of GC-versus AT-enriching mutations in this African sample ( fig. 2) . As was the case with the North American sample, the predictions of the gBGC model are largely not supported by these data. We see no evidence in support of a general, marked excess of high-frequency derived GC-enriching relative to AT-enriching mutations in the African population data set. Estimates of Q do not significantly deviate from null expectation for any sequence type (P > 0.19, all comparisons), which is contrary to the predictions of the gBGC model.
When coupled with the polymorphism count data, these SFS data from Africa largely recapitulate the patterns observed in our North American sample and fail to provide compelling evidence of gBGC in D. melanogaster. Thus, the lack of evidence in support of gBGC in the North American data does not appear to be driven by a lack of power given potentially confounding demographic effects.
Another possible confounding factor in our analysis is that of GC content. Counts of polymorphisms are particularly susceptible to such a bias; given nonequilibrium base composition in D. melanogaster (e.g., Kern and Begun 2005; Singh et al. 2005; Ko et al. 2006; Singh et al. 2007; Keightley et al. 2009; Singh et al. 2009; Clemente and Vogl 2012) , one might expect that GC-rich regions might have an excess of AT-enriching mutations over GC-enriching ones simply due to mutational opportunity. Thus, failing to account for mutational opportunity might obscure the signal of gBGC.
To control for the potential effects of mutational opportunity, we partitioned our data by GC content and repeated the SFS analysis. Our results are presented in figure 5 . In 16/18 cases, the estimated Q values are not significantly different from the null expectation (P > 0.06, all comparisons). Two autosomal categories did deviate significantly from the empirical distribution: short introns in low and high GC content (P < 0.003, both comparisons). However, in the case of low GC content short autosomal introns, the deviation from expectation is again in the direction that is contrary to what is predicted by a gBGC model.
We thus suggest that our analysis of polymorphism in the context of genomic variation in GC content fails to provide evidence that gBGC contributes substantially to patterns of polymorphism and divergence in D. melanogaster. For the vast majority of GC content categories and sequence types, the predictions of the model are not met. Although there are a few exceptions to this pattern ( fig. 5) , they are sporadic and we believe it is unlikely that gBGC would generate such an unpredictable pattern. Together, these two suites of robustness analysis convincingly demonstrate that the lack of evidence in support of gBGC in D. melanogaster is not due to confounding factors such as demography or nonequilibrium base composition.
It should be noted that we cannot exclude the possibility that the process of gene conversion is mechanistically GCbiased in Drosophila, but that its effects on genome evolution are either too minor to be detected or are overwhelmed by other evolutionary forces. However, given the preponderance of evidence contrary to the predictions of the gBGC model and the apparent robustness of our results, our analysis clearly indicates that even if gene conversion is GC-biased in D. melanogaster, this bias is unlikely to contribute to patterns of polymorphism and divergence in this system.
Further Considerations
Although the goal of this study was to test the hypothesis that gene conversion is GC-biased in D. melanogaster, several additional aspects of our data merit discussion. First, it is very important to note that the signatures of gBGC tested here are indistinguishable from the signatures of selection for increased GC content. For instance, both gBGC and selection favoring GC-bearing alleles would result in an excess of highfrequency derived GC-increasing alleles as well as increased fixation probabilities of GC-increasing alleles. As a consequence, our data are similarly inconsistent with natural selection systematically favoring increased GC content in D. melanogaster.
However, it remains possible that there is selection on GC content that is sequence-type specific. It is clear that patterns of single nucleotide substitution in Drosophila vary as a function of sequence type (e.g., Singh et al. 2009) , and this may be driven in part by selection on sequence type-specific GC content. This could manifest in part as selection on local GC content, which has been observed in Drosophila (Kenigsberg and Tanay 2013) . Selection on sequence-specific GC content would yield differential fixation of GC-increasing versus AT-increasing alleles among sequence types and might thus contribute to the variation in the R N /R GC and R N /R AT observed among sequence classes ( fig. 4) , for instance, although we note that this is speculative.
With respect to the ratio of AT!GC versus GC!AT polymorphisms, it is perhaps unsurprising that on the X and autosomes, intergenic and long introns sequences show similar values ( fig. 1) given that these sequences appear subject to similar levels of constraint in Drosophila (e.g., Bergman and Kreitman 2001) . What is surprising, however, is the difference in the short intron AT!GC/GC!AT ratio between the X and the autosomes. On the X chromosome (in both North America and Africa), the AT!GC/ GC!AT ratio for short introns is quite similar to the ratio observed for other X-linked sequences ( fig. 1) . On the autosomes, the AT!GC/GC!AT ratio is quite different and is in fact much closer to the expected equilibrium value. This is consistent with previous work based on divergence data indicating that among intronic and coding sequences, short introns are closest to base composition equilibrium (Singh et al. 2009 ). This in turn suggests that the pattern observed here on the X is contrary to expectation and merits explanation. One possible explanation is a recent shift in mutational patterns specific to the X-chromosome. This shift would be most apparent in short introns, which largely evolve in a manner that is consistent with neutrality Halligan and Keightley 2006; Singh et al. 2009 ). This could thus potentially explain why AT!GC/GC!AT differs between the X and the autosomes especially for short introns and why X-linked short introns are far from equilibrium, contrary to expectation.
Finally, previous work has shown a recombination-associated substitutional bias toward GC (Singh et al. 2005) . That is, the rate of GC-enriching substitutions increases with increasing recombination. In principle, such a bias could result from a bias in the fixation process, perhaps mediated by selection or gBGC, or from a bias in the mutational process. The results presented here are inconsistent with a role of gBGC or natural selection in generating this pattern, as we see no evidence of a fixation bias toward GC-bearing alleles that increases with increased recombination. This previously reported pattern may therefore reflect a bias in the mutational process; this will be a topic of future investigation.
Materials and Methods
Polymorphism Data
The polymorphism data used in this study come in part from the Drosophila Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) (Mackay et al. 2012) . This sample corresponds to 162 inbred lines derived from a Raleigh, NC population sample. Freeze 1 SNPs identified using the Joint Genotyper for Inbred Lines (JGIL) (Stone 2012) were used for our analyses.
In addition to the DGRP, we used sequence data from 20 lines of Drosophila melanogaster from an African (Ugandan) population (for line details see Pool and Aquadro [2006] ). These sequence data are restricted to a 2.1 Mb region along the X chromosome between the genes garnet and scalloped (coordinates 13, 621, 721 ,714 on chromosome X [release 5.37]) and were generated using a combination of targeted-enrichment and Illumina sequencing (Singh et al. 2013) . SNP calls for this data set were also done with JGIL (Stone 2012) and have been reported previously (Singh et al. 2013) .
We retained only bi-allelic SNPs for our analyses. To polarize these SNPs, we reconstructed the ancestral state of each polymorphism using multi-species whole-genome alignments of D. melanogaster and three additional species: D. simulans, D. erecta, and D. yakuba. These alignments were graciously provided by R. Kulathinal. For ancestral state reconstruction, we required bases to be called in at least D. simulans in addition to D. erecta and/or D. yakuba (data from both D. erecta and D. yakuba were used if bases were called in both of these species). Only those SNPs where the ancestral state could be unambiguously inferred using parsimony were retained for analysis. Positions in which bases called in an outgroup did not match either of the allelic states in D. melanogaster were excluded. We required at least two outgroups for ancestral reconstruction given that doing so nearly completely eliminates the misinference of ancestral state due to mutation rate variation that can accompany parsimony-based inferences of ancestral state (Hernandez et al. 2007 ). Ancestral state reconstruction was performed using custom python scripts. All python scripts are available upon request.
Polarized SNPs were further filtered to exclude positions with missing data. Thus, every SNP position considered in this study had a base called in every line in the population sample from which it was drawn as well as D. simulans and at least one additional outgroup. SNP filtering was performed using custom python scripts. All python scripts are available upon request.
Genomic Context
To explore gBGC across the genome, we partitioned the genome into six different sequence types: short introns (100 bp), long introns (>100 bp), and intergenic regions on the autosomes and the X chromosome based on annotations from Flybase (release 5.37). SNPs with more than one annotation were discarded from our analysis.
We also partitioned SNPs by two other features of genomic context: GC content and recombination rate. The GC content of SNPs was calculated as the GC content of the intergenic or intronic region in the reference genome in which that SNP was found. Recombination rates were estimated using the Drosophila recombination rate calculator (Singh et al. 2005; Fiston-Lavier et al. 2010 ) using the midpoint of a given (intronic or intergenic) sequence.
SNPs for each sequence type were then sorted into bins of high, medium, or low recombination rate or GC content. For both recombination rate and GC content, we used specific threshold values between bins to ensure that each bin contained approximately the same number of SNPs. The sorting of sequences by sequence type, chromosome, GC content, and recombination rate was performed using custom python scripts. All python scripts are available upon request.
Comparing Site Frequency Spectra
Comparisons between site frequency spectra were conducted using a statistic we denote as "Q." The Q statistic is simply a scaled version of the Mann-Whitney U statistic whose values are constrained between 0 and 1. We employed statistical tests using Q in analogy to the U-tests performed in Katzman et al. (2011) .
Consider independent observations from a distribution X and independent observations from a distribution Y. Then, we compute Q as
In words, Q is the tie-adjusted fraction all of ðX i ,Y j Þ pairs for which X i is smaller than Y j . Thus, if there is no tendency for samples from Y to be larger for samples from X, the expectation is Q = 0.5. We tested against this null hypothesis using a permutation-based approach in which 1,000 samples from the empirical null distribution were generated. For each, we sampled without replacement observations from the values; Q was computed by comparing these observations to the remaining.
Calculation and significance testing of the Q statistic were performed using a custom python script. All python scripts are available upon request.
Fixation Bias
We tested for a fixation bias for GC-increasing alleles using polymorphism and divergence data. Following the McDonald-Kreitman (McDonald and Kreitman 1991) framework, we compared the ratios of AT!GC polymorphism/ divergence versus "neutral" polymorphism/divergence. In the absence of a fixation bias, the polymorphism/divergence ratios should be equal between AT!GC and "neutral" sites. If there is fixation bias toward GC-increasing alleles, then there will be an excess of divergent AT!GC changes relative to neutral expectation; this would manifest as a polymorphism/divergence ratio of the AT!GC less than the polymorphism/divergence ratio of the "neutral" class. We can test whether these ratios are significantly different using a w 2 test. For our "neutral" class, use pooled A:T!T:A and G:C!C:G changes. Analysis for fixation bias was performed using a custom python script. All python scripts are available upon request.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures S1 and S2 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals. org/).
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Supplementary Figure 1 . Site frequency spectra of GC-and AT-increasing alleles for the three sequence types on the autosomes (a) Short intron, b) Long intron, c) Intergenic). The x-axis is the number of derived alleles at a given SNP grouped into bins (bin size = 7). The y-axis is the frequency of the total number of derived alleles within each bin. 
